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Ab�ract 

Using a weighted sum of feature values as evaluation 品目tion has some import阻.t drawbacks. If 
岨 evaluation ﾍ1lnction w抗h a partial ord町。ffeatures is used，訟Iorma色ion which is otherwise lost by 
u�ng a weighted 四mc阻 bepreserved and better move decisions c岨 be made. Partial Ordぽ Boun必ng
(POB) i� a new search method that promises to be more ef宣.cient th岨 earlier attempts to 関arch with 
partial order evaluations. Thus far, POB h回 only be applied to Go endg回B回. In this paper, we discu回
the 田e of POB in shogi. We outline the implementation deci�ons that have to made when 田ing POB. 
Th田e concem the choice of the pぽtial order evaluation, how to set the search tぽ冨:ets in POB and how 
tom皿age multiple it町ations of POB. We compare the results of a number of different implementation 
schemes of POB in shogi. The best scheme i� able to find the correct move in 27 out of 50 next move 
shogi problems, using 皿町erage 自国 of 48 seconds per probl四1. We consider ぬis a good 錦町色ing
point for further research in Partial Order Bounding. 
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1 Introduction 

The mini-max search strategy gives a simple th• 
oretical 岨øwぽ for perfectly playing a two回player，

perfect inform叫ion game. For each position in the 
S即ch，貴闘 check 出he game-theoreti叫 valu吋e.g.
win, loss or draw) for this position is known. If so, 
retum this v叫ue. If not, genera色e all legal moves 
金om the position and genぽate the positions from 
these moves. For each generated position, this pro同
cess of returning a va1ue or generating new positions 
is continued. If the g回ne-theoretical value can be 
backed up to the initial position, the se釘ch termiｭ
nates and it is known wha色色he result will be of playｭ
ing the initial position when neither player makes a 
mistake. 

For most interesting games, the general mini-max 
se町ch strategy is infeasible. The number of posiｭ
tio田 that must be generated to end the search is 
prohibitively large. Therefore, rather th岨 search
ing all positions until the game-theore色ical value 
C阻 be established，色he 関町ch is terminated accordｭ
ing to some criteria (usually a depth or time conｭ
straint) and 阻 evaluation function is used to estiｭ
mate the probability of winning from that position. 
The va1ue returned by the eva1uation function is 
backed up and used to decide which move gives the 
be錦 ch皿ces of winning ぬe game 企om the current 
position. 

Many search methods carry over to different 

games and evenωdifferent research areas, but the 
eva1uation function usually contains most of the 
domain-dependent knowledge of a p町tic叫町 game.
For different games, a differe凶 eva1uation function 
needs to be designed. This is a very time-consuming 
procesø, ta脳ng ye町s r帥her than months. Despite 
the time-consuming nature of designing a good eva1-
uation function, most evaluation functions have a 
r叫her simple design. For each position a number 
of features 11 , . . ., f.. is established. Often used feaｭ
tures are the number of pieces of different typωand 
the 岨fety ofthe king. Complex game programs like 
the chess program DEEP BLUE can have thousands 
of features [1]. 
As a next step, to each of 色he features a weight 

is attached and the eva1u叫ion function is now the 
weighted sum of the feature values: 

eval = 乞叫h
i=l 

This approach h凶 been very succ四sIul. It is simｭ
ple and eωY to use 泊 combination with e侃cient

mini-m眠 algorithms. However，色here are some imｭ
portant drawbacks of using a weighted sum for the 
evaluation of a position [3]: 

Un自table position� Let's assume a simple evalu・
ation function for a chess-like game with only 
two features, material and attack. Furtherｭ
more, the weights of these featur伺 are both 
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Table 1: Three positions and their weighted sum 
evaluation 

set to 1. Now consider the three positions Pl , 
P2 and Pa with 凶e feature values given in 百・
ble 1. From the feature values it can be inferred 
that position Pl is very stable and the player to 
move probably has a lot of freedom to choωe 
the next move. In contrωt， positions P2 and 
Pa are very unstable. In P2 the player to move 
has sa.cri�ced material for attack and can not 
a.fford to let the attack lose steam or the mateｭ
rial deficit will be decisive. It is clear that these 
three positions are completely different despite 
having identical evaluatio田.

Long t町田 strategic features In games where 
the evaluation function is a combination of 
short term tactical f4叫tures 回d long 句rm

strategic features, it is hard to control the 
long term features. Giving large weights to 
long term strategic features will lead to tacｭ
tical problems, while giving to li“le weight to 
strategic features will make it impossible for a 
game program to follow long term pl阻s.

Close to terminal positions There are many 
positions where only a single feature is enough 
to determine whether the position is good or 
bad. An evaluation function with a weighted 
sum needs to calc叫ate many unnecωS町yfea・
tures. This problem is usually attacked by usｭ
ing a fast and a slow evaluation (蹴 for exｭ
ample [1]) , but this ad・hoc method can not be 
expected 色o lead to a general solution to the 
problem. 

Partial Order Bounding (POB) is a search 
method that tries to deal with ぬese problems by 
maintaining the different feature values throughout 
the search instead of taking them together by a 
weighted sum. This method has been applied to 
Go semeai [3]. Because the problems mentioned 
above also occur in shogi, we decided to try and 
apply POB to shogi. We will 量rst explain Partial 
Ord釘 Bounding in Section 2. The且 we discuss the 
problems of having an evaluation function with a 
weighted sum of features in shogi and explain how 
POB can be applied to shogi in Section 3. We will 
give some preliminary test results of applying POB 

to shogi in Section 4 and end with conclusions 阻d
suggestions for future work in Section 5. 

2 Partial Order Bounding 

2.1 Partial Order Evaluation 

In Section 1 we described the potential problems of 
using a weighted sum offeature values as evaluation 
function. If possible, we would like to keep the com・
plete vector of feature values and only make a deciｭ
sion based on 仕切se feature values after the search 
h銅賞nished. This should implove the quality of the 
move decision. 
The aim of a mini-max search is 色o find the best 

move from the current position, i.e. 量nd the move 
which is better than all the other moves. Therefore, 
it is not necessary to know what ぬe exact probabilｭ
ity of winning is for a move. We only need to know 
that ぬis probability is higher 色han the probability 
of 叫1 the alternatives. Therefore, we do no色 need a 
weighted sum of features values as long ωwe can 
compare the evaluations of different positions. 

Figure 1: Partial order evaluation example 

This is the main idea of having a partial order 
剖aluation. Evaluation features are ordered accordｭ
ing to their importance and positions 町e compared 
by comparing the fea色ure values according to the 
p町tial order. An example of a partial order evaluｭ
ation is given in Figure 1. This partial order can be 
interpreted 凶 follows: feature h is more impo:凶ant

色hanfeature h and feature fa, which are both more 
important than feature 14・ Using this partial order 
evaluation it is e回Y to compare two positio回 R
and P2 if the feature values of these positions are 
known. Some examples of different feature values 
are given inτ'able 2. 
In general, to compare two positions Pl and P2 

according to the p町tial order of Figure 1, we 量rst
comp町e the value of feature 11. The position with 
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Table 2: Using a partial order evaluation to ∞m

Pぽe po副，10国

the higher value is better. If both values 町'e the 
same, we compぽe the values of feature 12 and fa. 
E伽叫ues of bo色h th間 features for Pl (or P2) 
are higher than those for P2 (Pt) than Pl (P2) is 
the be“er position. If the valu四 of 11 , 12 and 13 
町.e identical, we compare ぬ，e values of 14・

Ifis was always possible to compare positions perｭ
fectly according to the partial order, there would be 
no re脚n to use a weigh凶 sum of feature values. 
A partial order evaluation would be e侃cient and alｭ
ways provide the 阻阿佐 about which position has 
the highest evaluation. The problem of using a par・
tial order evalu凶ionis clear when we try to compare 
the two positions of τ'able 3. 

Table 3: How to compare these two positions? 

For bo色h Pl and P2 色he value of feature 11 is 
identical. However, for Pl the value of 12 is higher 
色han for P2 , while for P2 the value of feature 13 is 
higher than for Pl ・ Using the partial order evaluｭ
ation, it is not possible to decide which position is 
better. The reason for 生his is that the set {!2.!3} 
is 阻 antichain of the partial order. In general, an 
antichain of a partial order is a subset of the parｭ
tial order for which all pairs of distinct elements are 
incomparable. 

Partial Order Bounding is a search method that 
C岨 find the best move in a given position for a 
partial order evaluation with 回tichains. With this 
search method, i色 is possible to keep a vector of 
Ceature valu回 througho凶 the search, which solves 
色he problems that occur when using a weighted sum " 
evaluation function. 

2.2 Partial Order Bounding 

As outlined in Section 2.1, the problem of how 色o

search if the evaluation function is no色 a weighted 
sum of feature values, but a vector of feature valｭ
ues that are par色ially ordered can be reduced to the 

problem of how to handle antichains in the par色ial
order evaluation. A simple approach to this probｭ
lemisωkeep partially ordered values in every node 
ofthe search tree. However, in general ぬis willlead 
to large se旬。f incomparable options. Thぽe have 
been attempts to reduce the size of the feature sets 
by some method, but this leads 色o a loss ofinfonnaｭ
tion. Keeping the information about all the evaluaｭ
tion function features w:舗 the ほact reωonforusing 
partial order evaluation5, 50 this is not a desirable 
solution to the problem. 

Par刷 Order Bounding [3] is a search method 
that avoids the problems of large sets of partially 
ordered v叫ues by sep町'ating the comparison of the 
evaluations 企om 色he process of backing up the val・
ues. The idea is to define a t町get vector Wilぬ色町
gets for each of the feature values in 色he antichain. 
Search is then used to detぽmine if the player who 
is to move in the current position can reach this 
target ag必nst all possible movωby the opponent. 
As an example, consider the 田島ichain {九 fa} of 

Figure 1. Let's define two 志位俳句 Cor the values in 
仙 antichain: 町= {5, 3} and T2 = {6, 4}. A simｭ
ple example of a search tree to depth 2 is given in 
F沼町e 2. Compぽison between the bound and the 
色町gets 町e only made at ぬ.e leaf nodes of the tree. 
For example, in node E, feature 12 hωvalue 5 and 
13 has value 7. If we compare these values 色o the 
targets, we see that target Tl is met, because 5 主 5

and 7 主 3. However, target Tll is not met, since the 
fea仇lre value of 12 (which is 5) 包 low.位白血 the

色町get value for 12 in 巧 (which is 6). Ifwe look one 
level higher in the three at node B, it is the OppO・
nent 色o select a move. Of course the opponent w坦1
select the move where as m皿y targets 凶 possible
w也lno色 be met. From B, the opponent w包1 select E, 
and 色hism他国 that in B it is possible to reach T1! 
but not T2. In the same way, the result in node C 
is that neith位百 nor 巧 can be reached. lf we now 
move to the roo色 of the tree (node A), the player 
to move w丑1 select the move 色hat leads to B over 
the move that leads to C, because this guarantees 
him th凶 at least target Tl will be reached. Thereｭ
Core, from this search 位閃 we can conclude 色hat the 
player to move can reach target 司， but no色巧.

Partial Order Bounding in 
Shogi 

The evaluation function in shogi suft'ers from the 
same problems that were explained in Section 1. 
Therefore, we wondered if P町色ial Order Bounding 
cOuld be a viable alt釘native in shogi 幽 well. To 
apply Partial Order Bounding in shogi, a number 
oCimpo:訪問，t decisio田 have to be made [4]: 
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T1: + 
T2: ・

T1: + 
T2: 

(11 , 5) (5 ,') 

T1: + 
T2: + 

T1: + 
T2: ・

(6 , B) (4 , 3) 

T1: -
T2: -

T1: + 
T2: + 

F抱ure 2: Partial order bounding example 

• Which partial order evaluation to U8e, or more 3.2 Setting ぬe Search Targets 
prec民:ly， which antichain(s)? 

• How to set the search targeω? 

• What to do if the search target is met or fi凶ls?

• To what depth should be searched? 

We will now discu錨 each of 他国e in detail. 

3.1 Partial Order Evaluation 

Shogi 

An evaluation function for shogi is quite complex. 
岨dc皿 have many incomp町able fea色ures. Each of 
these incomparable features is a candidate for an 
antichain. In our research, we decided to start with 
the following simple antichain: 

• Material 

• Strength of attack 

・ Strength of defense 

Therωson for choosing this simple antichain is that 
we wanted to have a partial order evaluation that 
W8S representative for shogi. The 色hree features 
given h佐官町e part of every evaluation function for 
shogi. Furthぽmore， it is expected that these three 
features w也 dominate mωt other fi曲turω， 80 that 
it w制 be quite di仮c叫 to ñnd 組問tich国n which 
has only a sUb8et ofぬese three f国主ures.

Se“ing the search t町'geωis an important problem 
in POB. If the search target is set too low, then 
there will be many moves for which the target is 
reached 岨d it will be impossible to distinguish be回
tween ぬese moves. In contrωt， if the target is set 
too high, there 柄且 be no moves for which the tarｭ
get is r錨ched and no decision can be made about 
the next move to play. 
Our solution to this problem isωperゐ，rmashalｭ

low 叫pha-beta search before the actual P町也，ial Orｭ
ln der Bounding. This alpha-beta search is done with 

a scalar evaluation function, but the values of the 
three features of the high伺t evalu叫ion are rememｭ
bered and this becomes the �st target of the Partial 
Order Bounding ph凶e [4]. 

3.3 Success and P、ilure

As mentioned in Section 3.2, se胤且g a target too 
high 白色00 low is an important problem for P耐，ial
Order Bounding. POB 討11 not give good results if 
o叫y a single 色町get is searched. If such a target is 
reached, it is unknown whether or not 岨 even betｭ
ter target can be reached. More import岨色ly， there 
C岨 st迦 be anumb釘 ofmoves for which the target 
can be re町hed， which means that no decisionωn 
be made about the next move to play. Therefore, 
in this cωe the target should be increωed 回da
new POB search performed. On the other h阻d， if 
a target is not reached, the target should be lowered 
until the target is met and a move c阻 be selected. 
Th釘efore， POB is actually a series of searches 
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gets. Just Jike tuning evaluation functions 色o a cerｭ
凶n game 皿d even to certain situations in a game 
(e.g. opening, middle game and endgame). POB 
targe色"“ings should also be tuned to � a c釘tain
g町田 best. We will d舗cribe some of 色he schem伺

we tried in detail in the next section. 

τ.ble 4: Several POB itera色ions to 量nd the best 
move. T means the target has been reached, while 3.4 Search Depth 
Fst回ds for failure to reach the target. 

曹ith 必ft"erent bounds that is continued un'仙 the

best move is found or 出町四国 out. 百.ble 4 illusｭ
trat舗ぬis idea. In τ.ble 4 the search target of the 
initial search is set 旬。 low. From the initial posiｭ
tion th町e are four moves that can be played, but 
already the �st move satis�s the target. In this 
C蹴， none of the 0色her moves needs to be searched 
and POB ends successfully. However, we st温 don't
know which target can be re似:hed and which move 
is best. Therefore, we set a higher target 岨dsearch 
again. This time Ml and M2 fail to meet the 胞が，
but by playing Ma, the target is reached. Now we 
know that Ma is be“er 色han Ml and M2' but we 
st:迎 c皿 make no 必ft"erence between Ma and M4・
Therefore we raise the 色町get again 回d now both 
Ma 岨dM4 制ltom則自e 加get (note that it is 
no long館開制町 to 8拙'ch Ml and M2)' Since 
色he 加'get w:ω 蹴 too high we lower i色 (b凶 not as 
low 幽 in iteration 2) and search boぬ Ma and M4 
ag:話且. Ag国且 for both mov，銅色he 色arget fails, so we 
need to low，釘 the target again. This 也ne only Ma 
mee旬 the target and we know that Ma is the b伺S
move. 
As can be concluded from this 阻ample， it can 

take a number of POB i色町ations before the optiｭ
mal move is found. Each iteration takω 皿 amount

oftime， ωfor POB to be useful in practice, it is 凶・

portant that the targe旬 are set in such a way that 
the number of iterations is kept to a minimum. An 
additional problem is which search targe旬 to inｭ
creωe when there 町e multiple features in the 阻，
tichain. For 回ample， if a 色町get with values for 
material, a悦ack and de島田e fails, should all three 
fea色ure targe句 be increased, only one or a combiｭ
nation of the three? 

Therefore, one of ぬemωt important problems 
of applying POB is to 量nd a good scheme for lowｭ
ering and incr個sing search targets. We have not 
been able to come up with a general method for 
doing this. Although we w泊四ntinue to investiｭ
gate ぬis problem, we believe that 色his is a tuning 
problem of POB. Therefore, it is highly Jikely that 
it is 0叫y possible to empirically compare 必ft"er岨b
schemes for incre回ng 岨dd旬開闇ng search tar-

Another problem ofPOB is the depth ofthe search. 
In m岨y appli偶tions with sp吋fi.c search 加ge旬
(e.g. t刷me B同i) it is 制ytotestifinac剖山

position a target is met or no色. However, in POB 
this is not the case. Even when a 鶴町cht釘get is 
met, a deeper se町chcould reveal an opponent move 
that makes the target fail. One could argue that it 
is safe to say 色hat a t町getωnbe reached when ぬe
target is re似:hedin a cert凶且 position where it is the 
player to move (or the target can not be reached ぜ
it fails in the 叩rrent position 阻.d the opponent is 
to play). Altho唱h we did no色 inv.剖igate this, we 
feel that this type of nullmove condition is rare and 
will not avoid a search 昭plosion.

We also have no色 found a general solution to the 
problem of setting the se町ch depth. We have comｭ
pared düf釘叩t search depths, using standard methｭ
ods Jike quiescence 民arch to make the values of the 
evaluation featur飽 more reliable. 

4 Results 

As pointed out, there are m回y ways to implement 
POB. We have tried a number of dift"erent 総帥ings.
In this section we give ぬe implementation schemes 
that turned out to be the most successfi叫.

4.1 Setting the Targets 

We have compared three schemes for se“ing the 
targets between POB itera低.ons:

Scheme A. Increasing (if the curr制加get sucｭ
ceeded) or decre回ng(笠 the 叩rrent target 
failed) all 山ee 蜘rch 加gets (material, atｭ
tack, det4回開) by the same amount. Sevl叫

te蜘 showed that for our implementation an 
incr側e or decreωe of 250 (a pawn is worth 
100 poinωin our e叫uation fun.柑，on) gave the 
best r.伺叫胞.

Scheme B Givi且g more weight to material. This 
is done by increasi且g or decreasing the v叫，ueof
the m凶erial feature by an amount of 400 皿d
the attack feature 皿d 色he defense fo岨.ture by 
100. 
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Scheme C Giving more weほht to attack. This is 
do田 by increasing or decre悶ng the 叫ue of 同司匂d problems 
the attack feature by an amount of 400 and the 竺~.tÎIll~ per prohlem 
material feature and defense feature by 100. 

We 叫so tested schemes where more weight wω 
given to the defense feature, but were unable to 量nd
values that improved results over the use of Scheme 
A. This could indicate that defense is no色 actually

part of an antichain. 
If a target ti国ls or succeeds for all the remaining 

candidate moves (iteration 3 and 4 in Table 4), the 
target ch阻ges are halved. For example, if Scheme 
A 問問d and the 加get of iteration 2 was {250, 
250, 250} and M3 and M4 both fail to reach the 
target {500, 500, 500}, then the target for il色eration
4 becomes {375, 375, 375}. 

4.2 Search Depth 

In our POB implementation, there are two are邸
where se町ch depth is important. First, the depth of 
the alpha-beta search that is used to determine the 
b鈍 search 色町get. We used a 3 ply search for this 
initial alpha-beta search. This turned out to be the 
o均 option on the relatively slow machine (Pentium 
III, 750 MHz) we used to run our experlments on. 
A2plyse町ch was unable to provide a reasonable 
search 色町get ， whlle a 4 ply search often took too 
long 色o finish. 

For the actual POB iterations, we compared the 
results of 3, 4 and 5 ply searches. For our tests, we 
used 50 即刻 move problems 企om Shukan Shogi. 
We only used the first problem of the sﾏx problems 5 
that are given in each Shukan Shogi issue. The 
problems we used are 金om ne訪 move sets 750 to 
799. The results are given in Table 5， τ'able 6 and 
百ble 7 

詞内証P白扇ms
Avg. time p釘戸'0扇町n

τ'able 5: 3 ply Partial Order Bounding 
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From these r田叫旬 we can conclude that 4 ply 
Par色ial Order Bounding U5ing Scheme C gives the 
best resulω. Wi色h this method 27 problems can be 

τ'able 7: 5 ply Partial Order Bounding 

solved in only 48 seconds on av釘age. 5 ply Partial 
Ord町 Bounding is unable to do bett釘 and tak伺 a

lot more 山田.
We were surprised that giving more weight 色oa色

tack leads to be“er results than giving more weight 
to material. A majority of the test problems have 
solutions that aim at winning material 岨d this was 
expected to give an important advant略:e to Scheme 
B. However, for all search dep仙5， Scheme B had the 
worst res叫ts. Furthぽ testing is needed 生o conclude 
if this bad performance is caused by increωing the 
material t町get by 400 or if increasing the a悦ack

S町get by 100 instead of 250 had ぬe side effect of 
量nding ways to gai且 matぽial too late. 
Detailed results of 4 ply Partial Order Boundi且g

for each test problem are given in Table 8. Here it 
can be seen clearly that se胤ng the weight targets 
hωan important impact on the test res叫ω. Even 
though Scheme A, B and C solve 23, 19 and 27 
problems respectively, only 6 problems are solved 
by all three. This raises the important question of 
the possibility of se町ching positions with 必ff釘ent

kinds of search targe旬. This could be done in parｭ
allel to improve search speed. 

Conclusions 
Work 

and Future 

In this paper we have presented the implementation 
issuωand some preliminary results of applying p，町
ti凶 Order

Bounding 泊 shogi. Partial 伽der Bounding is a 
relative new search method that h回 not been invω
tigated thoroughly yet. From our 回:perience with 
implementing POB in shogi, we can conclude that 
POB can not be considered a general solution to the 
problem of using a partial order evaluation inst伺d
ofa weighted sum offeatures. POB introduces new 
problems when it is used in a specific game. The 
choice of the partial order evaluation, the method 
of se“ing search targets 皿d the problem of how 
to change targe旬 between POB iterations requires 
careful tuning. 
There is also a general problem w抗h POB that 

we have not been able to solve: what to do if time 
runs out without fin必ng asing1e b側主 move. Should 
one of the moves that satisfied 出.e target picked 
at r岨dom? We have 錦町生ed investigating ぬeop-
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P08 A B C P08 A B C 
750 1:23 ﾗ 0:31 ﾗ 1:52 u 775 3:12 ﾗ 14:39 ﾗ 1:00 o υ 751 0:53 ﾗ 。:07 ﾗ 0:10 ﾗ 776 0:58 。 0:12 ﾗ 。:25

752 2:23 ﾗ 0:38 。 0:27 ﾗ 777 0:52 ﾗ 0:19 。 。:15 ﾗ 
753 。:43 ﾗ 0:13 。 0:11 。 778 1:08 。 。:21 ﾗ 。 :22 ﾗ 
754 2:31 ﾗ 0:19 ﾗ 0:42 ﾗ 779 8:14 ﾗ 。:45 。 1:45 。

755 1:38 ﾗ 8:27 ﾗ 0:18 ﾗ 780 。:23 。 。:04 ﾗ 0:03 ﾗ 

756 1:22 。 。:25 。 。:24 。 781 19:24 ﾗ 1:32 ﾗ 。:38 ﾗ 

757 3:17 ﾗ 1:05 ﾗ 0:18 ﾗ 782 0:22 ﾗ 0:13 。 。:02 。

758 0:53 。 0:22 。 0:20 。 783 1:10 ﾗ 0:17 ﾗ 0:16 ﾗ 
759 13:13 ﾗ 4:50 ﾗ 7:06 ﾗ 784 1:21 。 。:26 。 。:19 ﾗ 
760 4:24 ﾗ 3:02 ﾗ 1:05 ﾗ 785 2:46 ﾗ 5:55 ﾗ 0:56 。

761 2:03 。 0:26 。 0:14 。 786 1:08 ﾗ 0:36 ﾗ 。:18 ﾗ 

762 0:57 ﾗ 12:30 ﾗ 。:39 ﾗ 787 。:18 ﾗ 。:06 澈 0:05 「目、

763 5:38 ﾗ 2:38 ﾗ 2:04 ﾗ 788 1:13 ﾗ 。:41 。 。:29 。

764 6:16 ﾗ 3:38 ﾗ 。:44 ﾗ 789 1:67 。 。:27 ﾗ 。:13 ﾗ 
765 7:33 ﾗ 3:47 ﾗ 1:57 ﾗ 790 1:47 ﾗ 8:07 ﾗ 。:57 。

766 0:47 ﾗ 0:22 ﾗ 。:14 。 791 6:02 ﾗ 4:12 。 0:18 。，

767 1:04 ﾗ 0:24 ﾗ 。:16 ﾗ 792 12:04 ﾗ 4:57 ﾗ 2:05 ﾗ 
768 1:33 。 。:31 ﾗ 。:19 ﾗ 793 。:06 。 。:02 。 0:04 ﾗ 
769 0:15 ﾗ 。:06 ﾗ 0:08 ﾗ 794 3:39 。 1:34 澈 。:39 ﾗ 
770 0:21 。 0:10 。 0:03 。 796 6:52 。 。:67 ﾗ 。:28 。

771 1:43 。 0:40 。 。:28 。 796 0:40 。 0:09 。 。:14 にノ

772 0:26 ﾗ 0:02 ﾗ 。:04 ﾗ 797 3:21 ﾗ 4:36 ﾗ 0:57 ﾗ 
773 4:11 ﾗ 0:13 ﾗ 1:08 ﾗ 798 0:26 ﾗ 0:08 。 。:02 ﾗ 
774 10:10 ﾗ 1:12 ﾗ 0:47 ﾗ 799 0:43 ﾗ 0:21 。 0:17 ﾗ 

Table 8: 恒me and res叫s for 50 next move problems from Shukan Shogi using 伽ee different types of 
POB 

色ion of reserving a certain amount of search 出目
白 perform normal alpha-beta search on the moves 
for which the 加get is reached [司. So far, we have 
no色 reached any conclusion about the feasibility of 
this approach. Therefore，ぬis remains a t町get for 
future research. 

Our rωe町ch shows that using conventional 
search st迎 outperforms POB. However, we also beｭ
lieve that the results show that POB is a promising 
search method in shogi. For example, using dift'erｭ
ent search targe旬 in parallel can be an important 
future research topic. 

[3] M. M�ler. P釘tial Order Bounding: A new Apｭ
proach to Evaluation in Game Tree search. Arｭ
tificial Intelligence, 129:279-311, 2001. 

同 M. Suets噌1. Using Partial Order Bounding in 
Shogi. Graduation thesis, Saga Universi句 2002.
(In Jap皿ese).
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